Helium: The Billion Dollar Gas That
Could Be The ‘New Lithium’
Imagine if you had invested in lithium years ago when it was a little known
commodity, before everybody rushed into the market. How much profit would
you have made? You might have missed your chance with lithium, but you have
a second chance with another relatively unknown commodity – helium. Money
is already starting to flow into helium, and one company that is poised to
benefit from the upcoming helium boom is American Helium Inc. (TSXV:BPX)(OTC:UUCRF)

A few years ago, lithium was the name of the game in commodity investing. But that boat has sailed,
although some investors are still chasing lithium. If you had invested in the Big 3 lithium producers in
mid-2015, you would have made an average annual return of 100%1 by January 2018. But since then,
those stocks have seen annualized losses of 43%2.
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Intelligent investors are already starting to enter the latest mining niche that only a few have heard of –
helium. Right now, when you hear the word helium, you might be thinking of helium balloons instead of
helium investing. But that’s the point.
Helium investing is as popular as lithium investing was just a few years ago. But unlike lithium which is
no longer the growth opportunity it once was, there is still time to get in on the helium boom.
Helium may be the second most abundant element in the universe, but it’s rare on earth. 75% of ALL
helium consumed is produced in only three locations, including the National Helium Reserve in the
United States and a city in Qatar. This level of concentration makes for a fragile market with an
uncertain supply situation.
Couple this uncertain supply with growing demand and it’s no wonder that over the past decade, the
average price of bulk liquid helium has doubled.
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This makes new helium sources tremendously valuable.
It’s no wonder then that investors are so optimistic about American Helium Inc. (TSXV:BPX)(OTC:UUCRF), which has obtained a 100% working interest in a newly discovered world class
helium asset.

American Helium Inc.: A New Player with a World Class Helium Asset on Its
Hands
American Helium Inc.’s (TSX-V:BPX)(OTC:UUCRF) world class helium asset is a ten-year lease for a
dozen Federal licenses totaling 17,767 acres located within the prolific resource-generating Greater
Uinta Basin area in Carbon County, Utah. Established helium processing facilities lie a mere two miles
away and the entire area is home to significant helium resources, with two federal helium reserves
located there since the early 20th century.
In March, American Helium Inc. (TSX-V:BPX)(OTC:UUCRF) completed its Two Phase Seismic Program.
Seismic data from the program was verified by Independent Qualified Reserve Evaluators Gustavson
Associates LLC and revealed an Unrisked Prospective Recoverable Helium Volume of 6.62 billion cubic
feet.
Not only is this a massive amount, it’s also pure, with helium concentrations are estimated to be in the 1
to 1.5 percent range. This is extremely high.
That’s why American Helium Inc. (TSX-V:BPX)(OTC:UUCRF) is moving at full speed to exploit this
valuable resource.

American Helium Inc.’s Fully Funded Exploration Program Provides Multiple
Catalysts for Short Term Appreciation
American Helium Inc. (TSX-V:BPX)(OTC:UUCRF) is targeting to have full exploration wells installed by
end-2018. The company already has all the funds it needs for its 14-month long exploration program.
Here’s what mining legend and executive chairman David Sidoo, a founding shareholder of American Oil
& Gas Inc., which was sold to Hess Corporation for over $600 million, had to say:
"American Helium Inc. (TSX-V:BPX)(OTC:UUCRF) has recorded rapid progress in relation to its
exploration plan. In doing so, it has been able to streamline its efforts to provide maximum shareholder
value.
The Project continues to move forward at an impressive rate and management remains focused on one
day bringing this Project to production. Moreover, the team is currently assessing a number of
opportunities to acquire prime North American Helium assets to fulfil our aim of becoming a globally
significant helium producer."
With American Helium Inc.’s (TSX-V:BPX)(OTC:UUCRF) exploration program proceeding unimpeded,
investors may be able to enjoy strong near term upside as the company announces positive news
throughout the program amidst an increasingly valuable helium market.

But just how valuable is helium?

The $1.5 Billion Dollar Question: Why Is Helium So Valuable?
When you think of helium, balloons might have been the first thing that popped into your mind. But
helium is so much more. In fact, it’s a market that will soon hit $1.5 billion3. That’s because helium’s
industrial uses are only increasing, ranging from cryogenics, aerostatics, semiconductors, and fiber
optics.
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Here’s what physicist-turned-Congressman Rush Holt had to say when lecturing Congress on the
importance of helium4.
“It’s liquid down to absolute zero. You can pour it on M.R.I. magnets. It’ll cool those superconductive
magnets down. There’s nothing else like it,”
MRI machines, which need liquid helium to run, are a $5.6 billion market5.
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Ever heard of the Google Loon project6? It’s one of the tech giant’s most ambitious projects; providing
internet access to 5 billion people around the world. And the method that it’s going to use to deliver
internet access on that scale are high-altitude balloons powered by, you guessed it; helium.
Lockheed Martin is also developing giant hybrid airships 7, dependent on helium, which can carry 21-ton
loads to locations with minimal infrastructure at a tenth of current costs. These helium airships will be
ready for commercial use sometime in 2018, and could soon be filling up our skies.
Another game changer is helium hard drives. Created by Western Digital, these revolutionary hard
drives are 23 percent more power efficient with 50 percent more storage capacity8. Video streaming
giant Netflix recently upgraded to helium hard drives9. In the age of big data, these helium hard drives
may soon become the norm.
All of these new applications mean a continuously increasing helium demand, which is a huge positive
for the prospects of American Helium Inc. (TSX-V:BPX)(OTC:UUCRF).
But having a world class helium asset amidst growing helium demand doesn’t capture the whole
picture of what makes American Helium Inc. (TSX-V:BPX)(OTC:UUCRF) such an opportunity; there’s
also the fragile helium supply.

The Fragile Helium Supply: How Bad Is It?
Here’s how bad the helium supply situation has gotten:
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In 2017, the helium market was rocked when Qatar, the world’s second largest helium producer
closed its helium plants because of an economic boycott10.



In the United States, the world’s largest helium producer11, the government is drawing down
and privatizing the National Helium Reserve, a strategic reserve with over 1 billion cubic meters
of helium gas (~13% of 2016’s global supply). This reserve is also expected to be depleted within
five years. As such, the helium supply situation in the United States has reached critical levels. As
the United States Geological Survey puts it:
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“US reserves are dwindling due to the lack of helium production from its oil and gas fields and
the country had already started importing helium from Qatar.”


The European Union in September 2017, added helium to its critical raw materials list12.

American Helium Combines Both Long Term and Short Term Growth
Opportunities
When you combine the three factors: world class helium asset (with a fully funded exploration
program), growing demand, and fragile supply, you could easily conclude that American Helium Inc.
(TSX-V:BPX)(OTC:UUCRF) would be a great short term play.
But American Helium Inc. (TSX-V:BPX)(OTC:UUCRF) is more than just a short term play. The company
has thought ahead and sees four different routes that will ensure maximum long term value extraction
for shareholders.

First Path: Becoming a Full Helium Producer
In this model, the company will construct its own liquid helium plants and sell liquid helium to major
industrial gas companies on a long term basis.

Second Path: Clean Exit
With such a world-class helium asset on its hands, American Helium Inc. (TSX-V:AHE)(OTC:UUCRF) is a
prime target for an industrial gas company or strategic gas user looking for access to a quality long term
helium resource.

Third Path: Selling Feed Gas to a Major Producer
In this model, American Helium Inc. (TSX-V:AHE)(OTC:UUCRF) would sell feed gas to a major industrial
gas company that would build, own, and operate liquid helium plants.

Fourth Path: Production Joint Venture
Here, the company would form a JV with a major industrial gas company to build and operate the plants
and sell the final output.
With a variety of long term options on its hands, American Helium Inc. (TSX-V:BPX)(OTC:UUCRF) is set
to deliver value to investors on both the short term and the long term. And as a relatively new
company, it still has tremendous room for appreciation; a true growth opportunity in the lucrative
helium market.
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Top 5 Reasons Investors Should Consider Adding American Helium Inc. to
Their Portfolios
#1 Helium Demand is Only Increasing
The number of industrial applications for helium is only growing. Used in everything from cryogenics to
aerostatics, helium is already an essential component in many advanced technologies from MRIs to
airships to hard drives.
#2 Helium’s Supply Situation continues to be Uncertain
As 75% of helium consumed is produced at just three locations in the world, the helium market supply is
concentrated to a degree like no other. With the National Helium Reserve rapidly depleting and the
United States already importing helium, the helium supply situation is still uncertain. This, combined
with ever increasing demand, creates an unprecedented opportunity for American Helium Inc. (TSXV:BPX)(OTC:UUCRF).
#3 American Helium Inc.’s Exploration Program Provides Multiple Catalysts for Short Term
Appreciation
American Helium Inc. (TSX-V:BPX)(OTC:UUCRF) already has all the funds it needs to proceed with its
exploration program on its world-class helium asset. With exploration wells slated to be installed by the
end of the year, the company’s exploration programs will provide multiple catalysts that could prove to
be huge movers for its stock price.
#4 American Helium Inc. Has Multiple Paths to Maximizing Long Term Value for Investors
Over the longer term, American Helium Inc. (TSX-V:BPX)(OTC:UUCRF) has already planned out four
potential ways that investors can get maximum value extraction from investing into its world-class asset.
This makes the company more than just a short term play; it’s an opportunity that even longer-termed
investors should look into.
#5 American Helium Inc. Is an Attractively Priced Entry Point into a Lucrative Growth
Opportunity
With rising demand and an uncertain supply situation, helium is a huge opportunity right now. But other
than investing in the major industrial gas companies, which are already mature, it is difficult for
investors to find a true growth opportunity in the lucrative helium market.
That’s what makes American Helium Inc. (TSX-V:BPX)(OTC:UUCRF) so special. With a world-class helium
asset and a market cap that is still at $13 million (although it may not stay that way for long), American
Helium Inc. (TSX-V:BPX)(OTC:UUCRF) could be the very opportunity investors are looking for.

